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Silence!
At this moment, the people on the entire street were surprisingly quiet! All eyes were
focused on Yue Feng.
Liu Xuan only felt that her heart was about to jump out, standing there at a loss.
Yue Feng, he… do you want to play live for yourself? I have never heard of him playing
the piano.
At this time, Yue Feng sat down in front of the piano, moved his hands, and then slowly
landed on the black and white keys.
Piano is a compulsory course for children of the Yue family. When he was the second
young master of the Yue family, he studied piano for two years with the world-renowned
pianist Master Baker.
But in the blink of an eye, I haven’t touched the piano for three or four years.
Just as Yue Feng sat down, a staff member came out of the crowd with a microphone in
his hand and placed it in front of him.
At the same time, four stylishly dressed guitarists, each holding a guitar, came over and
stood behind Yue Feng.
wow.
At this moment, everyone present was boiling.
Because they saw that these four guitarists are none other than the members of the
hottest rock band FBY!
He even invited all the members of FBY to serve as foils? !
Many girls couldn’t help screaming, and the shouting was one after another.
Everyone took out their mobile phones and videotaped Yue Feng.
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Yue Feng looked around with a smile on his face, and finally landed on Liu Xuan’s body
and said loudly, “Wife, I have been married for three years, and I have never given you
a little romance.”
“In the past three years, everyone has said that I am the son-in-law of the doorstep, and
everyone has said that I am useless.”
“But who knows, you have suffered a lot. Everyone said that you married a waste. I’m
sorry.”
“In the old days , we have failed each other, and in the days to come, we will live up to
our time.”
Wow!
The voice fell, and everyone around couldn’t help but look at Liu Xuan. At this moment,
Liu Xuan became the focus of the audience.
Liu Xuan’s tears rolled in her eyes, and she looked at Yue Feng without blinking.
Finally, Yue Feng’s fingers gently pressed on the piano, and the melodious music
spread throughout the audience!
Yue Feng showed a smile, looked at Liu Xuan tightly, and sang: “I can’t forget the first
time I saw you, a pair of charming eyes…”
“In my mind, your figure can’t be shaken away. “
Holding your hands and feeling your tenderness is really a little breathless. I want to
cherish your innocence. I will be sad when I see you being wronged.” A
gentle and magnetic voice sounded, like a popular singer, coming in person General on
site.
Some girls screamed!
Liu Xuanyu covered her mouth with her hands, the tears could no longer be contained,
and they poured out all at once!
At this time, Liu Xuan was so excited and moved that she couldn’t say a word. She only
felt that she was the happiest woman in the world.
Finally, when the song ended, Yue Feng slowly looked at Liu Xuan with a smile on his
face, and then opened his arms.
“Husband!”

Liu Xuan burst into tears without any hesitation, and threw herself into Yue Feng’s arms.
Hug tightly!
“Okay!”
I don’t know who it is, but I suddenly puffed up my palms, followed by thunderous
applause!
Yue Feng hugged Liu Xuan tightly. It was the first time he had hugged her for three
years.
Snapped.
Yue Feng raised his hand and snapped his fingers.
At the same time, a loud bang suddenly sounded!
boom! boom! boom!
Everyone looked at them one after another, only to see a stream of light shooting
directly into the sky, and the next second, fireworks filled the sky!
“It’s so beautiful, so beautiful!” The
girls were so excited, they pointed to the sky and shouted.
The whole sky is like a meteor shower, and the colorful light illuminates half of Donghai
City!
After the largest fireworks exploded, two names slowly emerged above the sky.
Yue Feng, Liu Xuan!
In the middle of the name, there is a red heart flashing, which is particularly eyecatching!
Wow…
exclamations rang out again and again, at this time Liu Xuan was completely
speechless, hugging Yue Feng tightly with both hands, trembling and said, “Husband…
Is this true? I’m not dreaming.”
Tears fell drop by drop, Liu Xuan only felt her heart tremble.
Yue Feng looked at her with a smile: “Do you still like this surprise?”

This Peng Kai will not buy up all the fireworks in Donghai City.
At this time, Liu Xuan’s heart was filled with happiness, she nodded heavily, and at the
same time pressed her face tightly against Yue Feng’s heart: “I like it, I like it…”
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Donghai City, Xiao Family.
Xiao Yuruo, who had just eaten the reunion dinner with her family, stood alone by the
window.
There was no news from Yue Feng for two days in a row, and Xiao Yuruo was a little
nervous.
What is this yourself? He knew that Yue Feng already had Liu Xuan, but whenever it
was quiet at night, he would always think of him unconsciously.
I remembered how he was in Gu Yun Pavilion, helping himself to appraise treasures.
Reminds me of his last outing, desperate to save himself from a shark.
I miss him even more, for his bravery in fighting against robbers without fear of life and
death.
This scene, like a brand, was deeply imprinted in Xiao Yuruo’s heart.
At this time, a sound of firecrackers passed by, and I saw a fireworks in the direction of
Haiwang Street. The brilliant and colorful rays of light suddenly lit up the whole sky.
so beautiful.
Xiao Yuruo was attracted by the fireworks.
But then, two names appeared in the fireworks, and Xiao Yuruo suddenly trembled.
It’s… Yue Feng and Liu Xuan’s names.
Are they on Neptune Street?
Such a hearty fireworks show.
It seems that he loves her very much…
For some unknown reason, Xiao Yuruo felt sour and uncomfortable.

Sea King Street.
At this time, Yue Feng and Liu Xuan were still hugging each other tightly.
The eyes of everyone present converged on them, with envy, jealousy, and blessings.
“Kiss one!”
At this moment, someone shouted.
In an instant, countless voices followed suit.
“Yes, kiss one.”
“Kiss one, haha!”
Listening to the shouts around, Liu Xuan couldn’t be shy, a rosy glow appeared on her
face, but she felt a little sweet in her heart.
So embarrassing for so many people.
Yue Feng looked at her with a smile, then leaned in and kissed Liu Xuan’s alluring red
lips deeply.
hum.
At that moment, Liu Xuan’s delicate body trembled, her legs were soft, and she was
paralyzed in Yue Feng’s arms.
“Okay!”
The people around laughed and applauded, and many people took out their mobile
phones to record. As a result, at this moment, there was a sudden commotion from the
crowd not far away!
“Run!” In the
crowd, I don’t know who shouted, and then everyone ran away!
Not far away, there were more than 30 mighty people, all dressed in black, with
machetes in their hands! Hurry up!
The head is a middle-aged man. It is Duan Yu’s father, Duan Tianya! The current head
of the Duan family!

After Duan Yu was seriously injured by Yue Feng last time, he was rescued in the
hospital for three days and three nights, and finally saved his life.
Duan Tianya was furious when he learned that his son was almost killed. If this revenge
is not repaid, people and gods are angry! Catch Yue Feng here today, he must die, he
must die!
“Cut it for me!” Duan Tianya yelled, his eyes flushed red!
The voice fell, and more than 30 people rushed forward!
Yue Feng clenched his fists tightly, he had already seen that this group of people
belonged to the Duan family.
Duan Tianya and Duan Yu look so similar that they look like his father.
At this time, Haiwang Street was full of tourists. There is absolutely no escape. Only
fight!
Yue Feng picked up a guitar and rushed over!
Liu Xuan was so anxious that she wanted to rush over to help. But Zhao Lu stopped him
in time.
“These people, at first glance, are not good people. You can’t help you in the past. I
think you should call the police.” Stopping Liu Xuan, Zhao Lu said anxiously, then took
out her mobile phone and called the police.
But I called twice and no one answered.
Today is the Mid-autumn Festival, and people are out shopping everywhere, so people
from the police station basically came out to maintain law and order.
The phone couldn’t get through, Zhao Lu immediately understood, and shouted to Xu
Jie, who was confused: “Come on, let’s go to the intersection to find the police, hurry
up.”
In just a few seconds, Yue Feng was already talking to the other party. hit up.
Bang bang bang…
After cultivating the “Pure Yang Zhenjing”, Yue Feng’s internal strength was much purer
than before, and in the blink of an eye, several people who rushed up were easily
knocked to the ground.

But these people that Duan Tianya brought are the elites of the Duan family, and they
are all very strong. After a few people fell to the ground, they adjusted their breath a
little, then stood up again and rushed over.
“Touch!”
Yue Feng dodged a knife and kicked the man in the stomach.
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Special code, these more than 30 people are all cultivators! The highest strength is the
fifth rank martial artist, and the lowest is also the third rank martial artist!
Under the fierce battle, Yue Feng gradually became powerless. If you go on like this, it
won’t take long before you have no energy!
“Kill him, kill him!”
Duan Tianya shouted desperately, rushed over without warning, and slashed Yue
Feng’s back with a knife!
“Stab!”
This knife went down, and blood immediately poured out!
“Yue Feng!”
Seeing this scene, Liu Xuan was very worried, her heart was hanging up, and her
delicate face was full of anxiety.
Hearing Liu Xuan’s shout, Yue Feng was a little distracted, and at this moment, Duan
Tianya sneered and stabbed again! Go straight to Yue Feng’s heart!
“Be careful!”
Seeing this scene, Liu Xuan couldn’t help but exclaimed, she didn’t have time to think,
she hugged Yue Feng directly!
“Pfft!”
This knife stabbed Liu Xuan’s back fiercely, and blood spurted out instantly!
“Xuan’er!” Yue Feng shouted like he was going crazy, and hugged her!
Liu Xuan’s face was instantly pale, and she fell directly to the ground.

The blood continued to flow out, and Liu Xuan felt a lot of pain.
But she has no regrets.
Before Yue Feng silently did so much for himself.
Now, I can finally help him once.
What?
“Xuan’er, don’t scare me, don’t scare me!” Yue Feng roared, his whole body completely
collapsed!
How can you be so stupid.
I have no strength at all, why did you block this knife for me, why!
“Don’t scare me, don’t scare me…” In the next second, Yue Feng shook Liu Xuan’s
body gently, her voice choked up.
At this time, Liu Xuan’s face was extremely pale, the stab was very heavy just now, Liu
Xuan only felt that her body was slowly getting lighter.
But when she heard Yue Feng’s cry, she still squeezed out a smile: “Husband, I’ll be
fine, don’t cry. The way you cry is..no..not good..”
“Don’t talk, don’t talk. Come on, wait for your husband, and your husband will take you
to the hospital soon.” Yue Feng’s tears were falling down, and he couldn’t stop it at all!
Duan Tianya showed a smile: “Go to the hospital? Hehehe, boy, you can’t go to the
hospital. But on Huangquan Road, go with your wife!” The
voice fell, and more than 30 people rushed in frantically!
Yue Feng put down Liu Xuan, turned around slowly, his eyes were blood red!
“Today, all of you are going to die!”
“Roar!” As the
voice fell, streaks of golden light flickered, and in the next instant, nine long dragons
spun wildly around Yue Feng!
“All of you will die, all of you will die!” Yue Feng’s voice was already hoarse, and at this
moment, the air around him was completely distorted!

“Nine dragons ascend to the sky!”
“Boom!” The
voice fell, and nine long dragons flew into the crowd frantically!
“what!”
The more than 30 strong men, the screams kept coming out!
In just ten seconds, more than thirty people fell into a pool of blood!
Duan Tianya was the only one left, clutching his chest and standing there in shock!
“Pfft!” A
mouthful of blood spurted out of his mouth. Just now he desperately resisted this skill,
and finally blocked it. But he was also seriously injured!
This…
how is this possible?
A section of military commander, unexpectedly defeated more than 30 elite disciples of
the Duan family?
“Boy, today…you’re lucky today, you can wait for me with your special code!” Duan
Tianya shouted, turning around and leaving quickly.
This kid is a bit wicked, so it’s better to take a long-term plan, go back first, and then
figure out how to deal with him.
Huhu…
Yue Feng held the blood drinking sword and gasped for breath.
“Wife, hold on, you must hold on…”
Yue Feng picked up Liu Xuan and strode out of Haiwang Street, his face full of anxiety
and distress.
“I don’t seem to be able to hold it anymore, husband… I love you, I love you…” Liu
Xuan’s tears fell and her vision was blurred.
“Don’t talk nonsense, wife, don’t talk nonsense, I won’t allow you to die, I won’t allow
you to die!” Yue Feng was trembling all over, and ran out of Haiwang Street like crazy.

Liu Xuan’s blood had already dyed Yue Feng’s arm red, her complexion was getting
worse and worse, her rosy lips were no longer bloody at this time, and her eyes couldn’t
help closing her eyes.
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At this moment.
In the Yuejia Sea View Villa, there is a lot of activity.
In the hall, there are more than a dozen tables, and all the Yue family’s children are
here to eat the reunion dinner.
In the VIP seat, Master Miaoyuan sat there, and around her sat a dozen female
disciples of the Emei School, each more beautiful than the other.
This scene became a unique and beautiful scene at the Yue family banquet.
At this time, Mr. Yue sat on the main seat and said with emotion: “Everyone is here,
okay, today is the first Mid-Autumn Festival I have spent after I practiced, and I can see
our Yue family. Ding Xingwang, I am very pleased.”
Speaking of which, Mr. Yue glanced at Master Miaoyuan and said with a smile: “Not
only that, this year’s Yue family’s Mid-Autumn Festival reunion dinner, and Master
Miaoyuan from the Emei School joined us. Let my Yue family flourish, haha…”
As soon as the words fell, many of the surrounding Yue family disciples nodded in
agreement.
Master Miaoyuan nodded lightly. He said humbly, “Mr. Yue is really polite. You are
merciful and let us live in Yue’s house. We are very grateful. Today, on Mid-Autumn
Festival, we specially invited us to enjoy the moon and eat together. Speaking of which,
I feel honored. It should be us.”
The disciples of the Emei School had a good impression of the Yue family.
During the time they lived in the Yue family, the people of the Yue family treated them
with courtesy.
The old man Yue laughed and said: “Miao Yuan Shi’s wife has seen the outside world.
Our six major factions are in the same spirit and should support each other. I am very
happy that Shi Tai and your disciples live in my Yue family.”
Miao Yuan The master nodded and said with emotion: “This sentence is good. Our six
sects are on the same front. Our common enemies are Tongtian Island and
Changsheng Palace.”

Speaking of this, Master Miao Yuan laughed too much: ” I hope Shangwu Academy can
give us the six sects in the future, cultivate more talents, and suppress those evil
demons.”
As soon as these words came out, the expressions of everyone in the Yue family
showed a trace of embarrassment.
Father Yue was also a little uncomfortable. After all, he led the entire Yue family to join
the Hall of Longevity.
Master Miaoyuan said that the Hall of Longevity is all evil demons, doesn’t it mean that
he is also scolding the Yue family?
It’s just that in this situation, Mr. Yue couldn’t refute, so he coughed and said with a dry
smile: “That’s right, Mr. Miao Yuan said it is very true.”
At this time, Mr. Yue was also a little anxious.
No, we can’t go any further on this topic. Otherwise, if any sentence is wrong, wouldn’t it
be revealed?
At this moment, Master Miaoyuan said again: “By the way, Mr. Yue, your Yue family is
in Donghai City and is a top wealthy family. You have a wide network of people. I would
like to ask, do you know a person named Yue Feng? “
Yue Feng?
As soon as the words fell, the expressions of everyone in the Yue family changed, and
their expressions were very complicated.
How could this wonderful teacher know that scum like Yue Feng?
Yue Chen stood up with a smile: “Master Miaoyuan, are you familiar with Yue Feng?”
Master Miaoyuan shook his head and said, “I’m not familiar with it, and we haven’t seen
it before. Our Emei sect has a man named Zhou. Qin’s disciple is the senior sister of the
new generation of the Emei faction. A few days ago, she told me that there was a man
named Yue Feng in Donghai City who had an elixir in his hand. So I wanted to ask.”
What?
Yue Feng has a magic pill?
Ha ha…

As soon as Master Miaoyuan finished speaking, the entire hall of the villa burst into
laughter, and all the Yue family members were full of laughter and contempt.
At this time, a Yue family child sneered and said, “Master Miaoyuan, you may not know
that the Yue Feng you are talking about is indeed a member of our Yue family, and he is
also the second son of our Yue family.”
Miao . Yuan Shitai’s face was overjoyed: “Really?”
The man smiled and said with contempt: “However, this kid has violated the clan rules,
he has been kicked out of the clan by us, and now he is the door-to-door of another
family. Son-in-law, it has nothing to do with us. He is a waste, how could there be a
magic
pill?” “Yeah, this person is a scum. How could there be such a rare elixir?”
Wrong.”
“Right, right..”
Listening to the words of the Yue family, you glanced at me, Master Miao Yuan frowned,
and some doubts appeared on her beautiful face.
strangeness.
The Yue Feng in the mouths of these Yue family disciples was so unbearable.
But Zhou Qin said that this Yue Feng was an amazing person. It seems that astronomy
and geography knows everything and can do everything.
How could this be?
At this moment, Yue Chen couldn’t help but say: “Master Miaoyuan, when it comes to
that Yue Feng, he is completely a beast, the scum of our entire Yue family, on the night
of my brother’s wedding, he actually sullied mine. Brother and sister, you said that it is
hateful and not hateful.”
At this time, Yue Chen tried his best to express himself in front of Master Miaoyuan, and
he was a little outspoken.
At this moment, Mr. Yue coughed twice and stopped him with his eyes. The so-called
family ugliness cannot be made public!
Defilement of younger siblings, such a family scandal, how can you say it casually?
What will the Yue family’s face save in the future?

“what?”
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Sure enough, hearing this, Master Miao Yuan’s expression changed. On the rivers and
lakes, it is a taboo to defile brothers and daughters-in-law!
The Emei female disciples around them also frowned.
Snapped.
Master Miaoyuan had a cold face, slapped the table fiercely, and said fiercely: “I didn’t
expect this Yue Feng to be such a shameless villain. I will definitely let out this nasty
anger for your Yue family.” Master
Miaoyuan is too gentle and humble on the surface, but he doesn’t like this kind of thing
the most!
….
the next day.
The Mid-Autumn Festival has just passed, but the entire Donghai City seems to be
immersed in the celebration of the holiday.
It’s sunny and sunny today, and the street outside Shangwu Academy is full of people,
it’s too lively.
At this time, the students also went to the teaching building one after another, and they
were about to go to class.
Ji Yun came out of the office in a bad mood.
When she woke up in the morning, she found that she had dropped two more
paragraphs.
In addition to the previous two days, up to now, I have dropped six dan.
From the first stage of Wuhou, to the fourth stage of martial arts.
It can be said that some students now have higher strength than their own.
How did that happen?
Under Ji Yun’s irritability, she suddenly thought of Yue Feng.

He said that he would drop two paragraphs every day until he became an ordinary
person.
Are you really going to answer his words? Until this time, Ji Yun also believed that there
was something wrong with that pill!
If I knew it earlier, I would listen to Yue Feng’s words and stop taking that medicine pill.
It’s too late to regret now.
But…
Yue Feng once said that he has a way to solve the problem of dropping paragraphs!
Thinking of this, Ji Yun felt a glimmer of hope in her heart. She stepped on high heels
and walked quickly to the teaching building.
As soon as she arrived in the classroom, Ji Yun was stunned, her expression showing a
bit of disappointment.
The class was full of people, but only Yue Feng was missing. But Sun Dasheng came.
“Hello, teacher!”
The students in the class said hello one after another, all sitting on the board. In the
past few days, everyone is very afraid of Teacher Ji.
Ji Yun nodded and said, “Sun Dasheng, why didn’t Yue Feng come to class today?”
Sun Dasheng spread his hands, shook his head and said, “I don’t know either.” She
has been hospitalized for the past few days and has not contacted Yue Feng.
At this moment, Wang Naipao stood up, laughed and said, “Mr. Ji, Yue Feng must be
locked at home!”
As long as he hears something related to Yue Feng, this guy wants to join in.
Yin Zheng also stood up and said, “Wang Naipao, how do you know that Yue Feng is
locked at home?
“
Wang Naipao giggled: “Is it worth thinking about it? He donated so much money from
his wife to save face for himself, can it be good?”

After speaking, Wang Naipao deliberately made a move: “Maybe he is at home now.
Kneeling on the washboard.”
Hahahaha!
When the words fell, the whole class burst into laughter.
Sun Dasheng couldn’t listen anymore, he stood up abruptly and glared at Wang Naipao:
“Little arm brat, do you need a beating? Say”
Nima, his brother didn’t come to class.
But also can’t hear him being humiliated by others.
Also, this Wang Naipao is really cheap. Simply beaten.
A trace of panic flashed across Wang Naipao’s face, but he still had the courage to say:
“I didn’t say anything, I’m teasing Yue Feng, isn’t it enough to liven up the atmosphere
in the class?”
On the first day of school, Sun Dasheng beat the next door. Ban’s Hao Jian.
It is not an ordinary fierce, and it is not something that he can provoke at all.
After saying this, Wang Naipao sat down with a look of fear and did not dare to talk
nonsense any more.
However, Ji Yun still sighed, it’s not really like this, is it? Yue Feng took his wife’s money
and donated more than 20 million yuan. Will he really kneel on the washboard at home?
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